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David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous, on the Western Apache: 

Particular mountains, canyons, streams, boulder-strewn fields, 

or groves of trees have not yet lost the expressive potency and 

dynamism with which they spontaneously present themselves 

to the senses. A particular place in the land is never, for an oral 

culture, just a passive or inert setting for human events that 

occur there. It is an active participant in those occurances. 

Indeed, by virtue of its underlying and enveloping presence, 

the place may even be felt to be the source, the primary power 

that expresses itself through the various events that unfold 

there. 
In this light we might understand the sources that speak of the town of Gush Chalav near Safed, 

the sole source of the olive oil used in the Jerusalem temple.  These olives were considered the 

best in all the land, producing crystal clear light.  The first drop from each olive produced the 

purist oil 

 

Philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty: 

As I contemplate the blue of the sky [...] I abandon myself to it 

and plunge into this mystery, it “thinks itself within me,” I am 

the sky itself as it is drawn together and unified, and as it 

begins to exist for itself; my consciousness is saturated with this 

limitless blue. 
The same way one prepares, consciously or not, one’s mind and body for sleep, 

I give ear, or look, in the expectation of a sensation, and 

suddenly the sensible takes possession of my ear or my gaze, 

and I surrender a part of my body, even my whole body, to this 

particular manner of vibrating and filling space known as blue 

or red.  
 

Did the anointing ceremony arouse similar experiential and environmentally-conscious 

dimensions? 

 

 Before discussing the ritual functions and meanings of olive oil, it is worth recalling its 

economic and cultural attributes. 

 Oil as a staple of life (Deut. 11:14, 28:38-40, 51; Exod. 21:7-11; Hosea 2:7).  Olives 

feature among the seven special species of Israel (Deut. 8:8).  All biblical references to oil mean 

olive oil (?). 

 

Oil as symbol of fertility and strength (

 [Deut. 7:13]; 

 [Ps. 36:9],  [89:21-25]; 

 [Jer. 11:16];  [Isa. 

11:1-4]);  (Isa. 5:1).  In Jer. 11:16, the prophet states that God praised Israel as a 



particularly glorious olive tree.  Ps. 52:10 envisions a person who finds God as an olive tree in 

God’s house. 

 

Oil as symbol of honor (  [Judges 9:8-9]), joy 

(  [Ps. 133:2]); favor (

 [Deut. 33:24];  [Ps. 

23:5]), virtue (  [Psalms 45:8]; 

 [Song 1:3];  

[Eccles. 7:1]; olive trees: Ps. 52:10).  All offerings contained oil, except offerings associated 

with disgrace, sorrow and disfavor (Lev. 5:11; Numbers 5:15; 2 Samuel 12:20; Daniel 10:3) 

 

Oil as extremely valuable (  [Prov. 21:17]; 

 [I Chron. 27:28]; II Kings 20:13; Isa. 39:2 

28:1, 4; Eccl. 10:1).  According to Porphyry, the so-called Essenes associated oil with luxury, as 

well as with anointing in the despised corrupt Temple cult, which led them to see oil as “a stain 

to the body, and that if any one, though unwillingly, was anointed, he should [immediately] wipe 

his body.” 

 Olives were considered so important that in the Mishna Rabbi Yose holds that shikhekha 

does not pertain at all to olive trees (pe’ah 7:1).  One pertinent historical factor might have been 

the destruction of Judea’s olive trees alleged by the Palestinian Talmud to have been carried out 

by the Roman emperor Hadrian in the course of his campaign against the rebelling Judeans. 

 

One tradition (mostly Christian or Jewish-Christian?) held that the tree of life was an olive tree. 

 

 In biblical and rabbinic thought olive oil symbolized wisdom.  According to one 

talmudic text, a person who dreams of olive oil can expect to attain wisdom (mishna brachot 9 

[?]).  In Greece, olive trees and olives were bestowed on humans, treasured and protected by 

Athena, the goddess of wisdom.  The prize at the Panathenaia, a sort of national festival held in 

the first month of the year, was oil from Athena’s sacred olive trees (this prize may have been 

awarded only at the Great Festival, every four years). 

 Oil as wisdom lent itself readily to the idea of oil as torah.  So the rabbis (Song of Songs 

Rabbah 1:4?) interpret the plural in Song of Songs 1:3, “Your oils [ointments] yield a sweet 

fragrance”: “Two oils are these: the oil of priesthood and the oil of kingship,” which, in turn, 

refer to “the written torah and the oral torah.” 

 Five things cause one’s learning to be forgotten, including , but among the 

five things that cause one to recall what was learned is  (BT Horayot, ch. 3, 13b).  

This distinction seems to stem from the binarism separating the raw from the processed.  

Learning requires work, just as does the production of oil from olives. 

 

Olive oil was used for general bodily cleaning, including of hair.  Women prepared themselves 

with oil for their wedding, seduction or sexual relations (see Ezekiel 16:9-10, Ruth 3:3, Esther 

__).  It is possible the oil itself was perfumed with spices, as in Esther, but it is not clear whether 

the oil was rubbed or poured on or bathed in. 

 A pregnant woman could dab the inside of her vagina with oil to check for impurity.  

Talmud Niddah 10b, an application of oil at puberty induces the menstrual flow.  Midwives 

used oil to massage a mother and her newborn baby.  This process was important enough that 



oil could be bought even on the Sabbath, when one would not normally be able to handle money 

or buy anything 

 

 Bound up with these varied meanings of olive oil, was its use for the purposes of ritual, 

including those with sacred dimensions.  The line in healing between medicine and spirituality 

remained murky.  In one medieval midrash (midrash aseret ha-dibrot) a crippled Jew who goes 

for healing at a heathen temple sees a “demon coming out of the wall” holding “a flask of oil, 

and he was anointing the sick.”  The real practice of anointing the sick in temples by the priests 

or holy men [done why, exactly?] is used by the midrashic author to mock the legitimacy of 

non-Jewish rites, since it is a demon who anoints those seeking cures through idolatry. 

 the Talmud features a whole panoply of olive oil magic, including divination ( ) 

 Oil accompanied many of the sacrifices.  It was used as part of the purification process 

for those who were tamei. 

 The olive oil used in the sacred worship at the Tabernacle and Jerusalem Temple had to 

meet certain criteria.  The oil lit in the menorah had to be extracted without being pressed in a 

mill but rather beaten by mortar and pestle (katit).  The traditional commentators give a 

thorough depiction of the various means of making oil, showing intimate acquaintance with the 

realities of agricultural life.  Olive oil was apparently produced three times a year, each time 

devoted to the collection from the tree of the olives most exposed to the sun and, therefore, 

ripest.  Each harvest led to three types of oil extraction, yielding three distinct qualities of oil, or 

nine, actually, since the three extractions from the three harvests were all ranked differently 

 

 At weddings, oil was poured on the heads of students (BT Ketuvot 17b) by “the women” 

(Rashi).  

 

 Some believed that anointing with oil led to immortality (Apocalypsis Mosis 9:3, 13:1-2).  

This might be the heavenly oil with which Enoch was anointed (2 Enoch 9 [22:9-8]). 

 The instruments of the mishkan were anointed with the anointing oil (

 [Lev. 8:10]).  The high priests were anointed with 

oil (

 [Lev. 8:30]), as were kings (many sources).  Prophets on 

occasion did the anointing of kings and were also themselves anointed (

 [I Kings 19:15-16]).  The spirit of God came to David after his 

anointing (1 Sam. 16:13-14, 18:12).  Priests were “anointed for war” (Deut. 20:2; Mishna Sotah 

8:1). 

 

The medieval kabbalist Abraham Abulafia saw in visions being doused in olive oil like the high 

priest.  In one passage on attaining to the prophetic state he urges his reader to involve himself 

in contemplation of the divine name and its permutations. 

It will seem to him then as if his body had been anointed, from 

head to foot, with anointing oil. He will become the anointed of the 

Lord and His agent. He will be called an angel of God and his 

name will be that of his Master, Shaddai. 



It is obvious from other writings that Abulafia expects or hopes that such meditation exercises 

will induce a trance, an out-of-body experience.  Note that Abulafia adds the idea of being 

covered completely in oil, being immersed in it totally. 

 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 Abulafia’s understanding is based on earlier mystical traditions.  Jewish mystics clearly 

emulated the priestly anointing in certain ritual contexts.  It is known from texts that describe 

mystical rituals to ascend to the heavenly palaces or to communicate with angels that anointing 

with olive oil entailed one component of the preparations.  In a text known as Merkava Rabba, 

R. Ishmael instructs “every student of the wise” to prepare for his attempt for three days, 

including that each “morning, at the first watch, and at the ninth hour [every day], and at night, 

he should stand by his bed and wash the palms of his hands and his feet in water and anoint them 

with oil and put on tefillin.  He should stand and pray in front of his bed.”  Such practices are 

reflected in contemporary mystical works.  In 2 Enoch we read of the eponymous spiritual hero: 

And the Lord said to Michael, “Go, and extract Enoch from [his] 

earthly clothing. And anoint him with my delightful oil, and put 

him into the clothes of my glory.” And so Michael did, just as the 

Lord had said to him. He anointed me and clothed me. And the 

appearance of that oil is greater than the greatest light, and its 

ointment is like sweet dew, and its fragrance myrrh; and it is like 

the rays of the glittering sun. And I looked at myself, and I had 

become like one of his glorious ones, and there was no observable 

difference (2 Enoch 22:8-10). 



The initiatory function of the anointing remains, here transferred from upward social status 

transitions to ascent transitions in spiritual level.  In accord with the hyperbolic epiphanic 

purposes of the genre, the mystically-inclined author bestows on the oil itself the kind of 

extraordinary qualities known to inhere in divine things. The consequences of the initiation are 

not solely objective; here the subjective-gnoseological-noetic apotheosis of the 

mystic-become-angel takes central place, a transformation and consciousness of transformation 

noticeably absent from the biblical texts. 

 In this light, it is intriguing that Elijah de Vidas, in his Reshit  Chochmah, discusses oil, 

though not necessarily olive oil, by means of the Zohar, as God himself or the fuel for the light 

of the shekhina generated from chochma-wisdom by one’s mitzvot. 

 The Zohar in fact offers a number of meanings for the anointing oil.  See Zohar 3:209a, 

cited in Green, Keter, 158-59.  After the King unites with the shekhina / Matrona, 

Finally there fall streams of oil of holy anointing on the head of the 

King, whence it flows down onto His precious beard and from 

there onto the garments of the King, as Scripture says: “Like the 

goodly oil upon the head that runs down the beard, the beard of 

Aaron (Ps. 133:2).” Then the crown returns and the supernal 

Mother crowns him with that crown and spreads over Him and the 

Matrona precious garments. 

Here the anointing oil seems to allude to a liminality of a completely erotic-sexual kind.  The 

consummation of the union of the cosmic couple produces an effluence of liquid, here anointing 

oil, that comes a literalized head (instead of the metaphorical head of the phallus). 

 Intriguingly, the author/compiler of the well-known 18th-century Sephardic work, Me’am 

Lo’ez, insists repeatedly that the anointing of the high priests did not consist of a dousing “from 

head to foot.”  The volumes on Shmot were produced by Yitschak Magriso, a rabbi in 

Constantinople.  It seems Magriso feels he must dispel a common misperception.  Perhaps this 

idea that the priestly anointing entailed a shower of oil derived from the seemingly more 

plentiful oil used to anoint kings [is it correct that kings were doused in more oil?].  Perhaps 

it even derived from kabbalistic depictions inspired by Abulafia?  Note that Abulafia stated that 

the one being anointed would “feel as if” he was entirely bathed in the oil. 

 

 Was the experience of being anointed with olive oil ecstatic?  Ecstasy comes from the 

Greek term ek-stasis, standing outside oneself, “standing outside of the taken-for-granted 

routines of everyday life.”  The question has everything to do with the perspectives from which 

we decide that this ritual, Judaism is or is not “green,” arational or mystical.  Perhaps the 

amount of oil dripped into the hair was not enough to produce a sensation of bathing in a viscous 

fluid that transported one into a realm of flow.  Perhaps those anointed merely felt “icky.”  

Abulafia clearly envisioned the ritual as an ecstatic one, but that does not necessarily speak to the 

feelings of ancient Israelites or Judeans engaged in it. 

 

 Eilberg-Schwartz cautions that ancient Israelites “would have found implausible the 

kinds of interpretations offered here” and takes it “as axiomatic that individuals are not aware of 

all the interconnections between their practices and the various strands of thought that exist in 

their culture.”  Do claims to ancient environmental awareness assume just that, awareness of the 

ecological implications of practices?  Do they merely posit environmental responsibility on the 

level of system rather than of the individual? 



 Lévi-Strauss, in Totemism, argues that fauna and flora comprise foundational metaphors 

for people who live close to nature.  But the question is not just whether such peoples use 

non-human beings to think with, that is, to talk about their world and themselves, but whether 

and how their culture includes the trans-human, is constructed from and within it, as 

Eilberg-Schwartz and others have attempted to show.  Eilberg-Schwartz’s analysis of the 

actualization of natural metaphors in Israelite (and to some degree rabbinic) society and practice 

inform us that they essentially understood themselves as members of a community that included 

animals, plants and other natural entities. 

 


